My name is Sarah Acelin and I am a CT resident and taxpayer. I am sending this email in reference to the newly proposed ammo tax bill 5040. It is appalling that our elected officials even think that such a bill is constitutional. Having a heavy 35% tax on ammunition is nothing more than an attempt to prevent law abiding citizens from exercising their 2nd amendment rights by means of implementing more of a financial barrier to exercise those rights. It is sickening how the Democrat party continues to implement new and increasing taxes from every possible avenue, while simultaneously chipping away at more and more of our liberties. This is clearly not a bill for the people. This is a bill to limit people and one that seeks to create new revenue streams to mismanage, as has been done for too many years now in this State in the hands of Democrat leaders. Stop taking out loans for special interest projects that the taxpayers are held liable for. Stop taking money from specific funds to go towards those special interests. Stop creating new taxes and passing us the bill because you cannot manage a budget and make cuts where cuts need to be made. This bill should not even reach the floor to be voted on and if it does, as a taxpayer and family of five with less and less in my pocket as the years go by, you should all vote no on such a bill that seeks to further strip rights and/or finances from citizens. This oppression is infuriating.

Sincerely,
Sarah Acelin